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NOVEMBER NEWSLETTER
HALLOWEEN PARADE TRADITION CONTINUES….
IN SPITE OF COVID-19, MACGREGOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL WAS
ABLE TO MAKE ADJUSTMENTS AND CONTINUE OUR ANNUAL
HALLOWEEN PARADE. STUDENTS DRESSED UP IN THEIR COSTUMES
AND HIT THE STREET TO SHOW OFF THEIR CREATIVITY. IT WAS A
GREAT AFTERNOON! THANKS TO OUR COMMUNITY MEMBERS FOR
STOPPING BY TO CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN WITH OUR SCHOOL.

Special thanks
to Calli Leckie,
ty masson, and
Rayleen wieler
for helping
with our
modififed
remembrance
day service.

Lest we forget
Upcoming Dates
December 10
Grades 7-8
RCMP Presentation
Internet Safety
December 17th

MES ALSO CELEBRATED HALLOWEEN
WITH A COLORING CONTEST AND JACK
O’LANTERN CARVING CONTEST FOR ALL
STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN. ONCE AGAIN, WE WERE AMAZED BY
THEIR SKILLS AND
CARVING
ABILITIES.

Christmas Dinner
Format TBA

December 18th
Last Day of School
Merry Christmas

Kindergarten - Duncan
On one of our fall walks, we
each found a stick to use for
printing practice. We use it
in our sand trays to practice
our letters,
numbers
and pop up

Did you know 9% of people skip breakfast daily?
Did you know rhinoceros have 3 toes on each foot?
Did you know there are over 320 species of parrots?

words!

A WALK IN THE PARK - By: Lindsey Hiebert
I was walking down the sidewalk with my big, juicy, massive
steak when all of a sudden the ground started to shake. One
of the cracks in the sidewalk started to move. The ground
was shaking harder and the crack got bigger. I heard loud
noises so I went to check it out. Suddenly, it was really windy
and a tornado appeared and pushed me in, I fell. I landed in a
fresh, steaming pile of poop the size of my car!
I stood up and smelled the most unpleasant smell I could
ever imagine. I took a few steps forward and fell into a river.
Remembrance Day

I started to wash the poop off of my clothes, but then
smelled the most rich flower ever. I walked to it. It Smelled

Artwork

even more awesome than I thought. I started to bend down

Learning about our community - Grade 1-2 Nicholls
Students in Ms. Nicholls’ class are learning about the
community and why certain buildings are important.
Students would then identify what the building is and
then write why this building is important.
Examples:
The high school is an
important building in
MacGregor because
kids write words.
By: Bailey
The hairdresser for
pets is an important
building in MacGregor
because it is for getting your pets clean.
By: Madelyn
Waiting is NOT easy. 1-2 Donald Class
On Christmas morning I have to wait for my presents! I have to wait until
everybody is awake, had breakfast and brushed our teeth. Then we can open
presents! By: Makenzie Kehler
Once me and my brother were running around our dads truck and then
boom my forehead hit his truck box!! My forehead was bleeding bad! So we
had to go to the hospital to get stitches. I had to wait for a long time to go to
the hospital and then I had to wait at the hospital to get my stitches .
By: Tyler Dyck
Waiting is not easy! One night we went to the barn to make sausage and I
was not patient that I had barely any jobs and it was not easy to wait. Then I
almost got my hands stuck but my sister got it out. By: Brandy Toews

to pick it when, ‘BOOM’, something stepped on it! I looked
to see what it was, but it was suddenly gone!
I began to hear something but I did not know what it was. I
got up and followed the noise to see what it was. The sound
got louder. I got it trapped and turned away, but it was gone.
I tried to see if I could hear it, but there was nothing.
I started to walk and I tripped over a log, or I thought it was
a log. It felt smooth. It kind of felt like an animal's tail but it
probably was not. I got up and I started to walk back to the
river. I noticed that my steak was gone! I felt around some
more but I still could not find it.
I began to walk along the river and came to a cave; it was a
big one! I went inside and I started to taste something- it was
blood. I walked farther into the cave and I tasted a hot,
steaming wind in my face. It felt like it was spitting but it does
not rain in a cave so I knew it was not. I looked up and realized that the cave was not a cave, it was a T-REX mouth!
The t-rex had awoken. I quickly jumped out before I was
gone. I jumped out just in time!
I went to the T-rex’s tail and I jumped. The t-rex smacked
me and I flew up into a hole in the sky. I was suddenly on the
sidewalk again. So I decided to go to the store and I bought a
big, juicy, massive steak and went home. As soon as I walked
in the door my mom said, “How was your walk in the park?”
“Well, I’ve never had a T-rex steak before, but I know where
we could get some!” I said.
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